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A: According to the credits of the demo you downloaded, it says "translation into Japanese by 松田寛弥 手作り／インストラクタ ／VSTi／株式会社WELLS-RATE". This could be a.ttf file, which you can get from here. You can find the description of it here. However I'm not exactly sure if this will work. Q: modifying a string in C# Here's my code to copy string into a new one string ok =
textBox1.Text; string targetText = "ABC" + ok; StreamWriter sw = File.CreateText("" + ok); sw.WriteLine(ok); sw.Flush(); the problem is when i execute the above code i get "ABC" and not "ABCDEFG" A: The concatenation operator in C# concatenates strings, it doesn't repeat previous data. So, "ABC" + ok means "ABCDEFG" + "ABC" = "ABCDEFGABC". You need String.Format:
string targetText = string.Format("{0} {1}", ok, ok); Q: NSMutableDictionary, Key-Value Pairs, and Release Allocation I have been running into issues with NSMutableDictionary not releasing any of the objects it allocates during a run. I have a small suite of apps that run tests against a couple of different data models I am using in the system. The first data model has all of the objects
created, managed, and released. The second data model is a cache of the first, I am using it to load objects into the system for the purposes of testing and debugging so that I can quickly rebuild the data to ensure it is working properly. I know that since the second data model is a cache and since I am creating a new one every time I need to build a new object, I need to put everything into
the cache, release the objects, then put the objects back into the cache to load the system with data. The data model is created in the following manner: - ( 82138339de
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